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Discover the richness and complexity of Latin American culture, with LATINOAMÃƒâ€°RICA.

Featuring a thematic organization supported by comprehension questions, expansion questions,

timelines, chapter summaries, photos, illustrations, Internet activities, video suggestions, and maps,

the text takes you on a 20-chapter tour of the progression of Latin culture-from the pre-Columbia era

to Hispanics in the United States today.
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"It is exceptionally written and well organized. Broad in spectrum yet concise. One of the very few

such texts in Spanish language. An exceptional tool for the Latin American Studies classroom.""It

provides a no-nonsene (serious) historical review. It has worked quite well.""In general, I like the

book, especially its breadth and depth, and its progressive perspective.""The author did a good job

including a ton of information in a small amount of space. The students are not asked to 'dig too

deep' into the history, but at the same time many interesting 'extras' are included.""I appreciate very

much the outline at the end of each chapter which reviews and [encapsulates] the materials."

Dr. Rodriguez received his Ph.D. from the University of Washington and an Honorary Doctorate in

Letters from the National University Federico Villarreal of his native Peru.

Honestly, I was expecting this book as described (in 'very good' condition) but instead I got a book



that had the front cover in horrible condition - it was falling off and I had to tape it back together.

There was a lot of highlighting (which she failed to mention) and the first 20 pages were sticking out

and I had to staple them together. I wish these issues would have been mentioned in the listing, in

which case, I would not have purchased it.

The book is really beat up on the outside and has a torn page, that I know of at the moment. Other

than than, it's in good condition. Not to many markings and if there are, they actually are helpful.

The book is really easy to read and very detailed.

This is one of the best spanish books I have ever used for college classes. This is not an ordinary

textbook, it's written more like a story of the history of Latinoamerica. I truly enjoyed reading each

chapter. I not gained a great understanding of the history of Latinoamerica, but I really improved my

spanish. The vocabulary utilized in this book is challenging, which is great for an advanced spanish

student.

exactly as advertised

If you like lists with sparse descriptions, this book is for you. I, however, found it incredibly dull and

poorly written, with too many typographical errors for so costly a textbook. But then, I guess a

survey class is merely a survey. The only problem with that is I can't remember anything that's been

written or said in class. It's all so cursory and uninvolving. And when I got to the chapter on

architecture, there was not even a mention of modern Mexican architects like Luis BarragÃƒÂ¡n. If

you have to take a class using this book, change your schedule. OTOH, I guess this might be a

decent reference book if you care to shell out 130 bucks. Most of this info is available for free in

Wikipedia or elsewhere on the web.

I do not agree with much of what the author of this book claims. In one part of the book in the very

beginning, he claims that Latin America is like a beggar sitting on a pile of gold. In another part, he

mentions what he would do with some of the major rivers if he had the power to do so. I do have to

say though that I received this book very quickly, which I was pleased with, since I needed it for a

class.

Dear ,I do like the book and the very short time to get to me.But I am dissapointed you did not send



me the INVOICE for the purchase. I do neet It so I can get pay by the university.

The conditions of the book were not the best. The book is coming apart. The price was good for a

rental, yet I expected the book to be in good condition.
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